CSO-Temal says:
Ops: all stop
ACO_Hicks says:
::Heading for Ops::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::in Sickbay, still only half-conscious::
OPS_Kerst says:
::At OPS, in ops, Monitoring stations progress. trying not to rip it to shreds.::
CTO_Marek says:
::monitoring tac console at OPS::
ACMO_Endo says:
::muscles begin to twitch unconsiously::
CNS_Toni says:
::Sitting at monitor, in SB::
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Can we suplly extra power to shields?
CSO-Temal says:
::runs a scan on the area below where the station formally was::
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: i'll try, How 'bout I just cut the engines and we coast, I really don't want to starin the SIFs bt trying to stop.
ACMO_Endo says:
::vital signs become stronger::
ACO_Hicks says:
::Entering Ops::
OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: No.
CNS_Toni says:
::Looks over SB, viewing wounded::
CSO-Temal says:
OPS: make it so, I just don't want to waste any more power
CSO-Temal says:
::turns head and watches the FCO enter, goes back to his position::  FCO: welcome back sir
CNS_Toni says:
::Notices  MO moving, trying to get off of Biobed::
OPS_Kerst says:
::Cuts engines, monitors power levels::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Thank you Temal, I'm assuming command.  Please man the science station>
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: There's no signal of alien vessel or strange presences in the nearby area, but I don't want to run any risk, sir
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: we've moved away from the sphere, and the power drain has stopped sir
ACMO_Endo says:
::eyes open suddenly, tries to sit up, but those stupid movement inhibitors are int he way::
CSO-Temal says:
::still running scans on the area::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Good news.  But have we found any data as to our location?
CEO_Sorvino says:
::vision is blurry, can barely see the CNS on the other side of the room, wonders where the CO went::
CNS_Toni says:
::Goes over to biobed, realeases Movement inhibitors around MO:
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Ouch
OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: undrstood, but the shields are at max now, and we need the power to keep the SIF holding us together.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Thanks, counselor
CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: To all teams, report status
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: OPS has been working on that sir, you'll want to confer with him
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Right.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: sorry, this is not my usual way of working.
ACMO_Endo says:
::looks around and suddenly notices his left arm is gone:: CNS: ::a little too calmly:: Where's my arm?
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Before we came,...here,....we dedteded some chronton particles. Perhaps the aleins are hiding them self using chrotons somehow.
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: the sphere doesn't register on sensors, though from what I can deduce it was a reflection of the station's bottom section
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Corzi, The EMH had to remove it,  it was  very...Damaged.
CSO-Temal says:
OPS:  I'll scan for heat signatures, even if they are somehow cloaked, they give off some faint heat signature ::turns to sensors and begins scans::
ACMO_Endo says:
::has no memory of why it would be damaged:: CNS: And... what led it to become damaged?
CNS_Toni says:
::Looks over at CEO Megan, sees her shaking her head::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO: Acknowledged.  OPS: Kerst can you give me an idea of where we are?
JP (JP@user.acalltoduty.net-13789.nt.net) has joined the conversation.
OPS_Kerst says:
FCO: Well we're here. They appears to be no there. and I don't know were we were in relation to here, so no, I don't know were we are.
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: We can try to detect if aliens vessels are cloaked, by readjusting the TAC sensors to detect cronothon traces.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Large Explosion. We did not think that you were going to make it at all.
OPS_Kerst says:
ECO: good new, the power drain has stopped and the SIFs are holding.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Whoa
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Thank you for that in depth answer. ::smiles::
OPS_Kerst says:
<FCO>
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I don't know what to say... I'm shocked
CEO_Sorvino says:
::tries to lift her head to see her surroundings better, doesn't have enough strength::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  But CMO Tae & The EMH did a good job of bringing you back to life.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Good for them ::smiles nervously::
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS: Excellent, now we need to concentrate on getting back home.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: sir, I can find no tachyon traces, or heat signatures, so the possibility of a cloaked ship is low to null
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  do you think that you can stand yet, there are many wounded here.
CEO_Sorvino says:
::feeling nauseous, tries not to move::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I'm sure I can stand. Why couldn't I stand? ::tries to get up but wobbles a bit:: Ok... maybe I need practice standing...
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Well, when the first probe hit the distortion we lost contact with it. It either was destroyrd...or went through and may be back in our      space.
Host James says:
Action: Everyone on the station is pulled to their knees as you can feel the Station literally move 'down'.
Vbee (planetvbee@203.166.234.user.acalltoduty.net-52884) has joined the conversation.
OPS_Kerst says:
::holds on tightly::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Did anything besides my arm get damaged counselor?
ENS_Tamihana (tamihanap@user.acalltoduty.net-6436.akl.ihug.co.nz) has joined the conversation.
CSO-Temal says:
::quickly stand back up and tries to establish what happened::
ACO_Hicks says:
::Falls forward out of command chair::
CTO_Marek says:
::tryng to stand up completely dizzy::
CSO-Temal says:
OPS: did out thrusters mis-fire?
ACO_Hicks says:
All:  What was that?!?!  Report!!
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: you had some pretty deep burns, but as you can see they are  mending nicely.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Checking......
ACMO_Endo says:
::gets pressed into his seat:: CNS: Wonderful...
CNS_Toni says:
::Grabs bed as she falls to the floor:
CTO_Marek says:
ACO: Decks are reporting now. No cassualties or severe damages.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: it's a gravtional pull directly under the station, vet strong.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: a gravity well developed below the station, another form of the "waves" we've been experiencing
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  I think that the station is moving.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Well I did remember these...
CEO_Sorvino says:
::gulps to keep from throwing up::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: What a wonderful day it is... do you have any idea where we are moving?
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Puterhull bubkiling, SIF failing. Hull breaches are eminet!
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: I would suggest launching another probe towards where the shpere was, if it seems to disappear when it nears that location then we will know it leads somewhere.
CSO-Temal says:
<sphere>
ACMO_Endo says:
::sees Megan at the other end of sickbay:: CNS: What is Megan doing in here?
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Proceed.  We need to get out of here.  OPS:  Direct an engineering team to get on the SIF and get it back up.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Not really, it feels just very funny, should I call Ops to find out?
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: No... the less I know about that, the better
Host James (ACTDJamesY@user.acalltoduty.net-5132.sympatico.ca) has left the conversation.
Host Scooter says:
<PAUSE?>
OPS_Kerst says:
<ENG> We need the SIF back up NOW! Assigned every able body you can to it, and some that aren't too.
ACO_Hicks says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
James (ACTDJamesY@user.acalltoduty.net-5132.sympatico.ca) has joined the conversation.
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Evacuate everyone to the upper deck and cut life support to those deserted decks.  Then divert power to the SIF.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:CEO Megan was kidnapped... again, but returned in a well beaten up state.
CSO-Temal says:
::modifies a class three probe::  ACO: ready to launch sir, though if we do find that the probe disappears, we won't be able to move until the SIF is repaired
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Fire when ready.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Well then, I'd better go help her out... did she just come in? ::gets up slowly::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: i'll need to transfer power from weapons to help get the SIF back on line.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: aye sir ::loads the probe into a torpedo bay and fires::
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Proceed, we need all available power.
CSO-Temal says:
OPS: activate it's transponder beacon, and keep an eye onit
CSO-Temal says:
<onit=on it>
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: No, she has been here while you were unconscious, she has been unconscious oll through your ordeal.
OPS_Kerst says:
::Activates probes beackon::
CTO_Marek says:
::setting TAC sensors on the probe::
OPS_Kerst says:
::transfers power from weapons to SIF, hopes it works::
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: it will be a moment before data begins coming in::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Is there an initial medical report ::
ACMO_Endo says:
<edit out the ::>
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.
CSO-Temal says:
::grins slightly::  ACO: sir, the probe has disappeared, though data is still being sent
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: We're getting telemetry from the probe.
CEO_Sorvino says:
::cringes as a wave of nausea hits her again::
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: The TAC sensors didn't find anything
ACMO_Endo says:
::begins to slowly walk over to Megan's biobed::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Im' sure you can access it from the computer, CMO Tae did make a brief report.
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  What is the probe sending?
OPS_Kerst says:
CTO/CSO: The probe is not on sensors, but we are receive telemtry from it.
ACMO_Endo says:
::taps on a console next to Megan's biobed, not remembering why he should be afraid to do that:: CEO: So, how are you doing, Megan?
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Thanks, counselor
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Sure, any time.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: I'm getting scans of stars and planetary bodies, it looks like that may be a door-way of some sort
CEO_Sorvino says:
::voice comes out as a whisper:: ACMO: Zi...
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: I'm going to order the probe back, just to make sure
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Good.  It may be our way out.
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: What about using a wide range tachion beam to scan the area? We could detected any anomalie related with alien vessels
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: Look across the room , you will see the consoul that exploded while you were at it.
JP (JP@user.acalltoduty.net-13789.nt.net) has left the conversation.
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: Yes? ::reads the initial report and turns a little pale::
CSO-Temal says:
::sends instructions for the probe to return::
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS: What's the status of the SIF?
CEO_Sorvino says:
ACMO: Where's Tam...
ACMO_Endo says:
::turns back to the CNS:: CNS: A console?
CSO-Temal says:
::watches sensors and hopes to see the probe appear::  OPS: status of the SIF?
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: yes.
ENS_Tamihana is now known as Tohaia.
ACMO_Endo says:
::turns back to the CEO:: CEO: He returned to your quarters, he wasn't feeling well and he needed some rest
EO_Tiraz (EO_Kootena@user.acalltoduty.net-56067.245.163.122.Seattle1.L) has joined the conversation.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Not operational yet. it will be hard to move the station with out them.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: That's very comforting... ::looks at the console he's tapping right now and backs away::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::nods weakly, turning a shade of pale green::
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: I know exactly how you feel
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: we're however being pulled toward it. And the outerhull is buckling from the strain. Lokks like we'll eventually go through. Flat as a pancake though.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  Now Corzi, you have to take care of your patient, I'm sure it will not happen again.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Right.. of course not ::makes sure to stay far away from the console::
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: the opening might be too small for the station to go through, perhaps we can devise a way to enlarge the opening.
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Divert all power and try to get some forcefields to block those hull breaches.
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  How, Temal?
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: that's the question I'm working on now, I'll get back to you on it
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: trying, diverting all reaming power ecect shields and lif support to force fields.
ACMO_Endo whispers to CEO_Sorvino:
it was a console :) Corzi didn't know that though, with the memory loss and everything :)
ACMO_Endo whispers to CEO_Sorvino:
miswhisper
ACMO_Endo whispers to CEO_Sorvino:
it was a console :) Corzi didn't know that though, with the memory loss and everything :)
ACMO_Endo whispers to CEO_Sorvino:
ack :)
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  We don't have much time.  Please be hasty.
CSO-Temal says:
OPS: is there any way the shields can be modified to act as an artificial SIF?
CEO_Sorvino says:
::still whispering:: ACMO: What's happening to me?
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: no, not easisly, there not designed to be activate inside the hull.
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: I'm afraid that we're not really sure...
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Exits his quarters, runs to the TL ::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: outerhull breaches on all deck below deck 37.
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Decks reporting. Mayor damages on outer hull. Several wounded. Damge control team on their way.
CNS_Toni says:
CEO: do you have amy memory of where you were or what happened just before you came back to the station?
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: I have to perform a few scans ::tries to reach for a tricorder with his left arm like he always does, but remembers it isn't there and reaches over with his right::
ACO_Hicks says:
CTO:   Have you security teams help with the wounded and assist engineering teams where needed.
CTO_Marek says:
<major damages>
CTO_Marek says:
ACO: Right away, sir
CSO-Temal says:
::detects the probe's beacon::  ACO: the probe has returned, and I may have an idea to get us out
OPS_Kerst says:
EO: What is the status to the reapirs to the SIF?
EO_Tiraz says:
*CEO*:  Sorry sir.  I woke up late.  Where do you need me?
ACMO_Endo says:
::begins running the tricorder down Megan's body:: Not much new right now... basically the same as when Kara scanned you
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO: Don't keep me in suspence, Temal.
EO_Tiraz says:
*OPS*: I just woke up sir.  Sorry.  Im on my way to ME right now.  :: Sighs.
CEO_Sorvino says:
ACMO: It was dark... and there were these clicking noises... they all had kives and started cutting me open... ::face crinkles up on the last few words, her voice cracks, holding back tears::
CEO_Sorvino says:
<knives>
CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Teams of three men on damaged decks. Support Damge control Teams and Assist wounded.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: the opening appears to be made up, or at least  contains, chronoton particles, if we directed a chronoton beam, or maybe several, at the opening we may be able to increase it's size so we could squeeze through, it's not a guarantee, but it's a shot
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: Oh my... ::looks at the CNS then back to the CEO:: how could they do that?
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Enters ME runs to the diagnostic table.  To check on the SIF systems. ::
ACO_Hicks says:
*EO* Tiraz, I need the SIF up and running yesterday!!!
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: we've lost the astrophysicas array. Sever hull breach on deck 41.
CNS_Toni says:
CEO: are you sure this was not something from your past memory, remember our conversations?
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Aye sir.  Im checking the systems now.  :: Runs a level 3 diagnostic on the SIF. :::
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Casualty report.
ACMO_Endo says:
::looks at the tricorder as he says that and looks back at Megan:: CEO: Ummmm... there's something you should know Megan...
CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: report on deck 41.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: If we live through several large parts of the station will have to be replaced.
CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at ACMO:
CEO_Sorvino says:
ACMO: ::looks up to Corzi, wide-eyed::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Proceed with you plan, it's our only chance.
CTO_Marek says:
..looks at the faces of the rest of the crew at OPS..
ACMO_Endo says:
CEO: There is a worm... a large reddish worm in your womb
CNS_Toni says:
:Leans in to look at tricorder:
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: 10 officers are no longer on the station, uh, I think they were blown out with a hull breach.
CSO-Temal says:
::charges chronton beams::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::feels dizzy, passes out::
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Checks the readouts of the SIF diagnostic.  Sighs. :: Self: Gee!  I didn't mean to sleep in this late. :: Continues scanning the readouts of the Level 3 on the SIF, seeing that the emitters are offline, theres no power,  backups failed, damage.   Sighs. ::
CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at ACMO, shockingly::
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Acknowledged.  Please try to keep Kootenai together as best you can.
OPS_Kerst says:
EO: the hull is buckling in ME, eveacuate or get SIF up now!
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: a few chronoton emitters have been damaged, though I still have a few operating ones, hopefully it's enough, ready to fire on yor command.
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO: Fire!!
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:: is it alive?  How can we get this out of her?
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Sir.  I see that the SIF Emitters are off line..  THeres no poewr...  :: Hears the OPS and starts to effect repairs to the SIF. ::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: I've never lost a ship yet, though, admittidly this isn't a ship.
CSO-Temal says:
::activates chronton beams, sets them to fire all around the opening, as well as directly into it::
CTO_Marek says:
::checking weaponry::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Maybe you would've done a better job breaking it to her then I... ::looks back at Megan and scans her quickly:: CNS: She's only in shock right now
ACO_Hicks says:
EO:  Can you repair them?
EO_Tiraz says:
<power>
ACO_Hicks says:
<*EO*>
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Im on it.  :: Continues to try to effect repairs, sending damage control teams. ::
CSO-Temal says:
::tries to be optimistic, tries to keep power levels as high as possible::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: But this worm is going to be very bad for Megan... it's gestating inside her
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Works frantically to get the SIF Systems back on line. ::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  don't know how to break it to her any easier, but I suggest we find out what it is and how it can be removed, before she waes again...
CNS_Toni says:
<wakes>
ACMO_Endo says:
::scans the worm again:: CNS: I don't think we'll be able to remove it without removing her ability to give birth...
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Deck 41 is a goner, crushed.
CTO_Marek says:
::power to phasers emitters is fluctuating. Trying to compensate it::
ACO_Hicks says:
::Thinks:: My first time in command of the station and she's falling apart.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Starts to sweat, continuing to work on the SIF systems. :: Self: I Dont have much time.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  will it cause her harm if it is left there?
CSO-Temal says:
::activates secondary sensor systems::
OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: I need that power for the force fileds, unless you intend to fire now?
CTO_Marek says:
::cannot compensate weapon's power::
Host James says:
Action:  Shaking subsides somewhat.
CSO-Temal says:
::rotates the frequencies of the chronton beams, as well as the intensities::
ACO_Hicks says:
CTO:  Forget the phasers.  OPS:  Divert all power to shilds and life support.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: We just lost deck 40, and another crewmember is unaccouted for.
CTO_Marek says:
..falls downs::
ACO_Hicks says:
<shields>
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  I think it has to be removed whatever the cost, you cannot leave this..this thing inside her.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Re-routes power to the SIF Systems, and reinitializes them. :: Self: This better work.
CTO_Marek says:
ACO: Aye, sir
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: She'll probably give birth to it if it's left there
OPS_Kerst says:
::takes all power except lofe support to force filrds, hopes the station holds::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:: But .. give birth to What!!!
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Status.
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: I just bearly got the SIF systems back online.   :: Sighs. ::  Just...  :: Continues. ::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I don't know
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: but I will not remove it without consent
ACO_Hicks says:
*EO* Good job.
OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: Hold on!
OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: We're going through!
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: it appears to be working, our entrance into the opening is becoming smoother
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I'm going to have to wake her
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: I know I would be greatful not to have to make that decision if it were inside of me, not knowing what it was.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1>  :: Works on the SIF Emitters. ::
EO_Tiraz says:
*Damage Control Team 1*: Hows the work on the SIF Emitters?
ACO_Hicks says:
ALL:  Brace yourselves.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  Restraints first!
CSO-Temal says:
OPS: make sure not to divert power from the chronoton beams ::watches as the near the opening::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: No, I'm nto going to put restraints on her, counselor
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Thanks.  But thank me when I have them totally back online sir. :: Continues to effect repairs. ::
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: using life support to run those.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I don't think she's in any condition to attack anyone
ACO_Hicks says:
*EO* Every little bit helps, Ensign.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: not attack anyone, restraints from herself.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Outer hull buckling has reached deck 25.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: no new hull breaches.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> *EO*: Were still continuing repairs sir.  :: Sighs. :: Not sure when the systems will be fully operational sir.  I'll let you know.  DC 1 out.
CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Report condition.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Very well..
Host James says:
Action:  Power goes offline for a moment.  Emergency backups kick in.
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*:  Thanks.  Sir...  :: pauses.:: Im a Lt jg.  sir.
CSO-Temal says:
::routes one of the beams through an upper phaser emmiter, to keep it active::
OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: now what?
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Seal the breach and send a damage control team.
Don (Don@user.acalltoduty.net-30940.we.mediaone.net) has joined the conversation.
CSO-Temal says:
::sighs as emergency power comes on-line::
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Sees the power fall off.  Sighs heavily,  wondering about the systems. :: Self: Now what!
ACO_Hicks says:
EO:  My apologies.
CNS_Toni says:
::Grabs hand of CEO:, OK Corzi, wake her up.
ACO_Hicks says:
<*EO*>
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: Ok ::programs a hypo and gives it to Megan::
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: No problem.  :: Continues to frantically work on the SIF systems, momentairlly looks over the power distrubution netowork. ::  Tiraz out.
CSO-Temal says:
CTO: keep an eye on tactical sensors, there is still that alien ship out there somwhere
CTO_Marek says:
CSO: I'm on that right now.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> :: Continues to work on the SIF emitters. ::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: hull buckling on deck 15. we seem to be moving through faster now. No new hull breaches.
CTO_Marek says:
CSO: No singals of alien vessels up to now.
CTO_Marek says:
<signals>
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Good, continue to kep track.  CSO:  How long?
EO_Tiraz says:
: says a quick prayer to The Prophets. ::
ACMO_Endo whispers to CEO_Sorvino:
wake up :)
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: put the image of the intruder on a veiwing screen so that Megan can see what is growing inside her, as you ask to remove it.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: as soon as we pass through the opening we will want to emmit a distress call, there is still that alien ship as well, let's hope it doesn't show up
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO/CSO: The hole, it shrinking!
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I will, after I tell her what's ahppening again, personally I wouldn't liek to wake up to a worm
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: do not sugar coat what you ask her.
CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Tell me we'll make it!
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> *EO*: We have repaired some of the emitters.  :: Sighs heavily. :: But the rest will take time. ::  DC 1 out.
CEO_Sorvino says:
::stirs for a second, falls back to sleep::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: hull buckling now up to deck 5. We'ew almost through.
CSO-Temal says:
::routes beams through phaser emitters and concentrates on edges of the opening::  OPS: could we activate thrusters to speed us up, we need to get through before it shrinks too small?!
EO_Tiraz says:
:: quickly checks the rest of the stations systems.  Sighs heavily, thinking this is not a good situation to be in. ::
ACMO_Endo says:
::gives Megan another hypo, stronger this time::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::still asleep::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO/OPS:  Is there a way to stabilize the station so it isn't crushed on the way through?
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I won't but I don't want her to fall asleep again
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: no pwer to spare. Everything is being used to keep us from being crusehd, and those emitteres.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Quietly starts to log all the damage, and assign Damage Control Teams, Repair Teams to effect repairs to the stations systems. ::
Host James says:
Action:  Primary power comes back online.
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: And in her position, I would
CSO-Temal says:
::watches power go back up::  OPS: now is there enough power?  We need to speed up!
OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: we're through.
Host James says:
Action:  The shaking subsides.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO: you've given her two hypos, still she sleeps, is the worm controlling her consciousness?
ACMO_Endo says:
::gives Megan a realllllly big dose of a stimulant, almost lethal::
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Sighs happily, but with irritation, as he sees that the main power systems come back. ::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: We shall see now
CTO_Marek says:
::checking TAC sensors. No alien vessel detected::
OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: now we have enough power.
CSO-Temal says:
::scans behind them, deactivates beams::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::heart starts beating out of control, still unconscious::
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> :: Continues to frantically effect repairs to the SIF Emitters.  Wondering when they will finish.::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Where are we?
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: Sir, we should use inverse chronoton beams to seal the opening, to make sure no other vessel is ever pulled through again
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Sighs, starts some level 3 diagnostics on all criticle station systems. ::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Make it so.
ACMO_Endo says:
::gives Megan a depressant and sighs:: CNS: Well, I guess we get to find out what the worm will become
CNS_Toni says:
::Watching vital signs on console::
CO_ReginS (Regin@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: back to where we were sir
ACO_Hicks is now known as FCO_Hicks.
CSO-Temal says:
::reverses polarity on emitters and briefly fires where the opening was, just to be safe::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: initial damage reports, We've copletly lost everything below deck 40. Hull breaches below deck 30. Outer hull plating is severly damaged on all decks.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Orders the Repair teams to start making repairs to the ships systems. :: Self: This is going to take forever.
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: sir, we should send a distress call
FCO_Hicks says:
CTO:  Send out a priority 1 distress signal.
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: the opening is gone, it appears to be sealed!  ::deactivates beams::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO/CSO: i'll try to raise the subspace beackon.
James is now known as USS_Cutlass.
FCO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Try to contact SFC.
CTO_Marek says:
FCO: Right, sir.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> :: Leader mumbles about not having enough time to effect all repairs. ::
CSO-Temal says:
::scans for the Cutlass::
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: Sir, we're being hailded.
CTO_Marek says:
FCO: Sir, we are being hailed.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Repair Teams> :: Start to work on all effected systems of the station. ::
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: sir, it's the Cutlass, it's back!
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: It's the Cutlass one channel one.
FCO_Hicks says:
CTO:  On screen.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Wonders whats happening to the station. :: Self: Gee.  One thing after another.  :: Sighs with grief. ::
OPS_Kerst says:
::Opens comm channel with Cutlass:: Cultlass, this is Kootenai, respond.
ACMO_Endo says:
::scans the worm again::
EO_Tiraz says:
<Repair Teams> :: Continue to effect repairs to the stations systems. ::
Host USS_Cutlass says:
<Ens_Rize> COM Kootenai:  That was sure one heck of a site to see...  what happened?
Host CO_ReginS (Regin@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> :: Wonders if they will finish. ::
FCO_Hicks is now known as ACO_Hicks.
OPS_Kerst says:
COMM Cutlass: Long story, whats your status?
CSO-Temal says:
FCO: I would suggest keeping the Cutlass out in space, we're too damaged to risk going through docking procedures, and I'm afraid we might have more breeches if we try to open the shuttle bay doors, and if the aliens re-appears we will need them out there!
CTO_Marek says:
::sending distress order::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  Is the worm waking? Moving, what?
CSO-Temal says:
::works on catalyzing data from the probes and their own sensors, knows Starfleet Science will be interested in it::
ACO_Hicks says:
CSO:  You're right.  Contact them and apprise them of the situation.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Looks over to the other systems of the station, checking all the damage. :: Self: This will take weeks to repair.   If not longer.  :: Sigh.  Then Continues to effect repairs. ::
Host USS_Cutlass says:
<ens_Rize> COM Kootenai: We're at full power.  We took some damage from the graivational waves...  but everything is okay.
CO_ReginS (Regin@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Sorvino says:
::still unconscious::
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> *EO*: The total systems repairs to the SIF will take at least 2 weeks sir.   Shall we continue?
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: I'm afraid I don't know my worms very well... but it appears to be growing slowly... just like a baby...
CSO-Temal says:
::transfers data from their databanks to the Cutlass::  *Cutlass*: all the data you need is being sent to you now
Host USS_Cutlass says:
<Ens_Rize> COM Kootenai:  Permission to dock?
OPS_Kerst says:
Comm Cutlass: Be advised, we have been attacked by unknown aleins. We are severly damaged. please take up defensive postion and be prepared.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Mumbles in Bajoran about not having enough problems.   Laughs, thinking hes got more than he can handle. ::
Host USS_Cutlass says:
<Ens_Rize> COM Kootenai:  Understood.
Host USS_Cutlass says:
Action:  The Cutlass takes up a defensive posture near Deck 1.
CTO_Marek says:
..transfering TAC data to Cutlass::
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Total repairs to the SIF systems will take at least 2 weeks sir. :: sighs. ::  Shall I have Damage Control Team 1 continue?
ACO_Hicks says:
*EO* Yes, lieutenant.
EO_Tiraz says:
:: Gives an engineer a "Get to work" look. ::
CTO_Marek says:
*Cutlass*: Sending TAC reports to you right know. We don't exactly know what attacked us.
EO_Tiraz says:
*ACO*: Aye sir.  Tiraz out.
OPS_Kerst says:
ACO: We should ask SF for addiational personel to help in the repairs. also we should divert all nonesstinal traffic away from us for the time being.
USS_Cutlass is now known as James.
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: air, SFC reports that three ships have been dispatched with crew as well as supplies to assist in our repairs
EO_Tiraz says:
*Damage Control Team 1*:  I want you guys to continue please.  Try to effect repairs as soon as possible.  Tiraz out.
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  Well, Corzi, looks like we will just have to keep Megan comfortable and wait this one out.
ACO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Proceed.
CSO-Temal says:
<air=sir>
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1>  :: Leader tries to get his team to work as fast and hard as they can. ::
ACMO_Endo says:
CNS: What a long wait it will be
eugene (oddman@user.acalltoduty.net-13034.shadow.net) has joined the conversation.
eugene (oddman@user.acalltoduty.net-13034.shadow.net) has left the conversation.
OPS_Kerst says:
::Contacts SF headquaters, advises of situation and requeats additional personell and equipment to help repairs. ::
EO_Tiraz says:
<Repair Teams>  :: Continue to work on the stations systems. ::
CEO_Sorvino says:
::unconsciously squirms a bit::
ACO_Hicks says:
*Crew* All available personnel, report to damage control stations.
OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: reparing this station is getting to be a full time job. Join SF, fix a station, what a recruiting slogan.
EO_Tiraz says:
<Damage Control Team 1> :: Leader starts to assign his team on a rotating schedual. ::
CNS_Toni says:
ACMO:  While she sleeps, lets see if there any other wounded to be helped.
Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=
Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=
CSO-Temal says:
ACO: from what I can tell from sensors, the entire bottom section of the station will need to be rebuilt, we also lost all of our arrays and bottom aft sensors sir
CTO_Marek says:
..breathing quietly::
Tohaia is now known as Tamihana.
Valar (Valar@user.acalltoduty.net-9146.hs.earthlink.net) has left the conversation.
VanMan (vansickl@user.acalltoduty.net-13852.dialup.netins.net) has left the conversation.
Tamihana (tamihanap@user.acalltoduty.net-6436.akl.ihug.co.nz) has left the conversation.
Don (Don@user.acalltoduty.net-30940.we.mediaone.net) has left the conversation.
Host CO_ReginS (Regin@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.
Paul (kypdurron0@user.acalltoduty.net-25402.splitrock.net) has joined the conversation.
ACMO_Endo (cozkan@user.acalltoduty.net-17208.tnt2.phoenix.az.da.uu.net) has left the conversation.
Paul (kypdurron0@user.acalltoduty.net-25402.splitrock.net) has left the conversation.

